
Three Colours Guitar return to take the Fringe by storm

This year sees guitar trio Three Colours Guitar return to the Edinburgh Fringe
with their critically acclaimed music show. After making their Fringe debut last
year they received three five star reviews from ThreeWeeks, Edinburgh Guide,
and Wisconsin Public Radio.

The show features accomplished UK artists Declan Zapala (as seen on BBC Four
TV, fifth consecutive run of shows at Edinburgh Fringe, internationally five star
reviewed solo shows, and winner of a coveted Adelaide Fringe Weekly Award for
Best Music Show), John Wheatcroft (five star reviewed concert jazz artist and
Guitar Techniques Magazine regular), and Matt Buchanan (international
performance artist/producer).

Three Colours Guitar brings Percussive Classical, Jazz, and Celtic Fingerstyle
together into one exciting 1-hour guitar show with and eclectic range of music all
the way from Django Reinhardt to the Beach Boys, as well as original music by
Three Colours Guitar.

DECLAN ZAPALA

‘One of the most exciting players on the acoustic guitar scene’ Guitarist
Magazine
‘Breathtaking’ ★★★★★ ThreeWeeks

JOHN WHEATCROFT

‘John Wheatcroft is an exceptional musician. As a guitarist, he possesses
extraordinary virtuosity. His compositions and arrangements are
powerful and dynamic.  His Ensemble Futur quintet presents an exciting
modern take on Django’s gypsy jazz tradition’ Phil Castang (International
Guitar Foundation & Festivals)

‘A delight to the ears’ ★★★★★ Guitar Techniques Magazine

MATT BUCHANAN

‘There are few people who manage to see past the superficial elements
of technique and muscle memory. Matt Buchanan is someone who
seemingly effortlessly lifts that veil and gets straight to the core of
music where the real magic lies’ Thomas Leeb
‘The eighth wonder of the World’ Newton Faulkner
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ten word blurb
Eclectic programme from Django Reinhardt through to the Beach Boys!

twenty word blurb
Critically acclaimed show returns. Jazz, Classical and Celtic influences, an
eclectic programme from Django Reinhardt through to the Beach Boys!

fringe programme 40-word blurb
Critically acclaimed show returns. Drawing on Jazz, Classical and Celtic
influences, expect an eclectic programme; from Django Reinhardt through to
the Beach Boys! *****(Three Weeks). ***** (Edinburgh Guide). *****
(Wisconsin Public Radio). www.ThreeColoursGuitar.com.
fringe web blurb
Three Colours Guitar return to the Fringe with their critically acclaimed music
show featuring jazz, classical and celtic fingerstyle. Edinburgh Fringe veteran
and classical/percussive guitarist Declan Zapala joins forces with fellow
guitarists John Wheatcroft (Gypsy Jazz), and Matt Buchanan (Celtic
Fingerstyle) and will take you on a musical journey through an eclectic range
of styles and musical epochs. With music ranging from Django Reinhardt to
the Beach Boys, as well as original music by Three Colours Guitar, this is a
show for all music lovers. ***** (Three Weeks). ***** (Edinburgh Guide).
***** (Guitar Techniques).
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Dates               11-19 Aug
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C venues box office 0131 581 5555 / www.CtheFestival.com
Fringe box office 0131 226 0000 / www.edfringe.com
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Three Colours Guitar return to take the Fringe by storm

This year sees guitar trio Three Colours Guitar return to the Edinburgh Fringe
with their critically acclaimed music show. After making their Fringe debut last
year they received three five star reviews from ThreeWeeks, Edinburgh Guide,
and Wisconsin Public Radio.

The show features accomplished UK artists Declan Zapala (as seen on BBC Four
TV, fifth consecutive run of shows at Edinburgh Fringe, internationally five star
reviewed solo shows, and winner of a coveted Adelaide Fringe Weekly Award for
Best Music Show), John Wheatcroft (five star reviewed concert jazz artist and
Guitar Techniques Magazine regular), and Matt Buchanan (international
performance artist/producer).

Three Colours Guitar brings Percussive Classical, Jazz, and Celtic Fingerstyle
together into one exciting 1-hour guitar show with and eclectic range of music all
the way from Django Reinhardt to the Beach Boys, as well as original music by
Three Colours Guitar.

DECLAN ZAPALA

‘One of the most exciting players on the acoustic guitar scene’ Guitarist
Magazine
‘Breathtaking’ ★★★★★ ThreeWeeks

JOHN WHEATCROFT

‘John Wheatcroft is an exceptional musician. As a guitarist, he possesses
extraordinary virtuosity. His compositions and arrangements are
powerful and dynamic.  His Ensemble Futur quintet presents an exciting
modern take on Django’s gypsy jazz tradition’ Phil Castang (International
Guitar Foundation & Festivals)

‘A delight to the ears’ ★★★★★ Guitar Techniques Magazine

MATT BUCHANAN

‘There are few people who manage to see past the superficial elements
of technique and muscle memory. Matt Buchanan is someone who
seemingly effortlessly lifts that veil and gets straight to the core of
music where the real magic lies’ Thomas Leeb
‘The eighth wonder of the World’ Newton Faulkner

THREE COLOURS GUITAR

This year sees guitar trio ‘Three Colours Guitar” return to the Edinburgh Fringe
with their critically acclaimed music show. After making their Fringe debut last
year they received three ***** reviews from ThreeWeeks, Edinburgh Guide,
and Wisconsin Public Radio. The shows Features accomplished UK artists
Declan Zapala (as seen on BBC Four TV, 5th consecutive run of shows at
Edinburgh Fringe, internationally 5* reviewed solo shows, and winner of a
coveted “Adelaide Fringe Weekly Award for Best Music Show”), John
Wheatcroft (5*-reviewed concert Jazz artist and Guitar Techniques Magazine
regular), and Matt Buchanan (international performance artist/producer).
Three Colours Guitar brings Percussive Classical, Jazz, and Celtic Fingerstyle
together into one exciting 1-hour guitar show with and eclectic range of music
all the way from Django Reinhardt to the Beach Boys, as well as original music
by Three Colours Guitar.
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 “One of the most exciting players on the acoustic guitar scene”
Guitarist Magazine

★★★★★ ‘Breathtaking’
ThreeWeeks

JOHN WHEATCROFT

“John Wheatcroft is an exceptional musician. As a guitarist, he possesses
extraordinary virtuosity. His compositions and arrangements are powerful and
dynamic. His Ensemble Futur quintet presents an exciting modern take on
Django’s gypsy jazz tradition”
Phil Castang (International Guitar Foundation & Festivals)

★★★★★ ‘a delight to the ears’
Guitar Techniques Magazine

MATT BUCHANAN

“There are few people who manage to see past the superficial elements of
technique and muscle memory. Matt Buchanan is someone who seemingly
effortlessly lifts that veil and gets straight to the core of music where the real
magic lies."
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